MEMORANDUM

TO: The Senate

FROM: Downs, Chair
       Educational Policy Committee

DATE: 26 January 1987


Following the procedure of notification outlined in SD 85-17 (Informing the faculty about new academic programs proposed for IPFW), the Educational Policy Committee presents the attached (SR. No. 86-10) for information only.
TO: Education Policy Committee
FROM: Edward A. Nicholson
       Vice Chancellor and Dean of the Faculty
SUBJECT: Recent Program Approval Activity
DATE: December 4, 1986

A number of recent developments related to new and changed academic programs are listed below for your information. Separate arrangements are being made to provide copies of the proposals, where available, to the library for reference by interested faculty and staff.

1. A proposal to add "Engineering" to the title of the B.S. programs in Electrical Technology and Mechanical Technology has been approved by the Purdue Trustees.

2. A proposal to establish an A.S. in Medical Records Technology has been approved by the IU University Degree Program Proposal Review Committee.

3. A proposal has been made to change the title of the A.S. in Educational Technology to Early Childhood Education. The proposal will now be considered by the IU Academic Program and Policy Committee.


5. A proposal to change the title of the A.S. in Applied Business Studies concentration in Office Support Systems to Office Administration was approved last January.

6. The A.S. and B.S. in General Studies with a major in Labor Studies were recently changed at all IU campuses to be separate degrees titled A.S. and B.S. in Labor Studies.

7. The Department of Engineering is preparing a proposal for an Associate in Engineering degree program. The formal proposal is not yet available.

8. A proposal for an interdisciplinary Master of Science in Information Science is being prepared. A preliminary draft of the proposal will be placed in the library.

The proposal copies provided to the library will be placed on reserve, with a title of "New Programs." After a period of time, the proposals will be moved to archives files.